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1. Abstract
1.1. Introduction: It is estimated that 2.3% of burn scars undergo malignant transformation. How can we explain the large number of cases reports with an association of burn injuries and skin cancer if such an association does not exist? One can propose a number of possible explanations. Skin cancer is common and SCC is a disorder of the elderly, and it is not surprising that some patients develop skin cancer in a scar or ulcer by chance (publication bias). Burn injuries are also common and affect a certain area of the skin and the larger the area, the greater is the probability for a skin cancer, arising at a normal rate, to appear in that area by chance.

1.2. Objective: This study aimed at one general goal which is To study the prevalence of SCC in post-burn scars in patients admitted to Al-Amal Oncology Center, Taiz City, Yemen during the period (From May 2020 to December 2021).

After that, it branched into a group of special goals, which were:
✓ To determine the relation between the, size and location of the burn and skin cancer (SCC).
✓ To determine the relation between skin cancer (SCC) after burn and family history of skin cancer (SCC).

1.3. Materials and Methods: A cross-sectional descriptive study, which consists of 50 patients who have SCC from 2200 burn patients examined retrospectively. The records of those 50 cases were analyzed in terms of age, sex, status, education level, occupation and residence type as demographic characteristics, and classification of burn, burn size, anatomic localization of the burn, family history with cancer These records were analyzed with SPSS software (IBM Corp, version 25). Data presented in tables and figures and summarized as frequencies, percentages, means and standard deviations.

1.4. Results: The number of SCC developing on burn scars among the 2200 burn cases was 50 (2.3%), 24 of which were women (48%) and 26 were men (52%). The mean age was 45 ± 15.5 years, and the most frequent group of age was (41-60) years. (40%) of SCCs were uneducated, (22%) were working as farmers and (66%) were living in rural areas. The SCC presented more in people who had large or average size of burns (88%). It should be mentioned that (88%) of cases did not have a family history of cancer. In addition, burn scar carcinoma was more likely to localize on lower limbs (48%). Also, in our study, the records showed that as a treatment modality, 90% of patients scar carcinomas were totally excised with wide safety margins in the first step.

2. Introduction
Burns are tissue damage that results from heat, overexposure to the sun or other radiation, or chemical and electrical contact [3]. characterized by severe skin damage that causes the affected skin cells to die [4].

Most people can recover from burns without serious health consequences, depending on the cause and degree of injury [3,4]. There are three primary degrees of burns: first-, second-, and third-degree. Each degree is based on the severity of damage to the skin. Burn symptoms vary depending on how deep the skin damage is. It can take a day or two for the signs and symptoms of a severe burn to develop [5,6].
Most skin cancers are locally destructive cancerous (malignant) growth of the skin. They originate from the cells of the epidermis, the superficial layer of the skin. Unlike cutaneous malignant melanoma, the vast majority of these sorts of skin cancers rarely spread to other parts of the body (metastasize) and become life-threatening [7]. Skin cancer most often develops on skin exposed to the sun. But this common form of cancer can also occur on areas of your skin not ordinarily exposed to sunlight [8,9].

Risk of skin cancer can be reduced by limiting or avoiding exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Checking skin for suspicious changes can help detect skin cancer at its earliest stages. Early detection of skin cancer gives the greatest chance for successful skin cancer treatment [8].

Since most skin cancers are caused by ultraviolet light exposure, skin cancers are generally not considered to be inherited. But the fact that skin cancer is much more common among poorly pigmented individuals and that skin color is inherited does support the proposition that genetics are very important. There are some very rare genetic syndromes that result in an increased number of skin cancers in those affected [10].

Except in rare instances, most skin cancers arise from DNA mutations induced by ultraviolet light affecting cells of the epidermis. Many of these early cancers seem to be controlled by natural immune surveillance, which when compromised, may permit the development of masses of malignant cells that begin to grow into tumors [7], [11].

Unstable scar formations following burn or radiation injury frequently result in malignant degeneration, particularly squamous cell carcinoma and fibrosarcoma [1]. This malignant change is the ultimate expression of burn and radiation injuries [1].

Burn scar carcinomas, are uncommon tumors that have been reported to arise from an antecedent burn. They are also called Marjolin’s ulcers, after Jean-Nicolas Marjolin who first described the development of skin carcinoma in old burn scars in 1828 [13].

The association between malignancies and burn scars, chronic ulcers and wounds has subsequently been established ever since the turn of the 19th century. Voluminous reports on burn scar neoplasms have continued to appear, usually in the form of cases reports [14,15].

3. Study Objectives

3.1. General Objective
To study the prevalence of SCC in post-burn scars in patients admitted to Al-Amal Oncology Center, Taiz City, Yemen during the period (From May 2020 to December 2021).

3.2. Specific Objectives
1) To determine the relation between the size and location of the burn and skin cancer (SCC).
2) To determine the relation between skin cancer (SCC) after burn and family history of skin cancer (SCC).

4. Material and Methods

4.1. Study Design and Study Population and Sampling
An descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted from May 2020 to December 2021 in dermatology and burn department at Al-Amal oncology center in Taiz city, Yemen. During the study period, fifty patients were targeted from 2200 burn patient, who get skin cancer after burn.

Inclusion Criteria include Any patient of any age and both gender, who had skin cancer after burn.

All aforementioned data were recorded in the questionnaire and data entry and analysis were performed using SPSS program version 25, and were presented in tables and figures and summarized as frequencies, percentages, means and standard deviations. Graphic presentation was made by Microsoft Excel 2019.

Size in our study defined as, small size is from 2 cm and less, average size from 2-5 cm and large size more than 5 cm. Safety margin in our study defined as margin with at least 2 cm.

5. Results

According to the Statistics Center of Al-Amal Oncology Center, the number of burn cases that arrived to the hospital during the year 2020-2021 was 2200 cases, fifty cases of them had skin cancer. That takes 2.3% of all burn cases (Figure 1).
Figure 2: shows the distribution of patients according to size of burn.  
As the diagram shown, twenty-two of fifty SCCs cases with a percentage of 44% had large size of burns, and twenty-two (44%) had average size of burns, followed by 6 (12%) had small size of burns.

Figure 3: shows the distribution of patients according to Anatomic Location of Carcinoma.  
As the diagram shown, twenty-four of fifty SCCs cases with a percentage of 48% had the burn in the lower limb, followed by 14 (28%) had the burn in the upper limb, followed by 7 (14%) had the burn in the trunk, followed by 5 (10%) had the burn in the head and neck.

Figure 4: shows the distribution of patients according to family history of cancer.  
As the diagram shown, forty-four of fifty SCCs cases with percentage of (88%) did not have a family history of cancer, followed by 6 (12%) had a family history of cancer.
Figure 5: shows the distribution of patients according to family relative degree of cancer
From the 6 (12%) who had a family history of cancer, 5 (83%) had a first degree relative with cancer, followed by 1 (17%) had a second degree relative with cancer.

6. Discussion

SCC arising on burn scars is a rare condition. It is also known as Marjolin ulcer. This term is also used for the SCCs developing on chronic wounds, venous stasis ulcers, chronic osteomyelitis sinus, chronic hidradenitis suppurativa and decubitus ulcer-like lesions [17,18,19].

Development of malignant tumors in chronic burn wounds or scars is extremely rare, but a frequently reported complication. Most of these tumors are squamous cell carcinoma and, more occasionally, basal cell carcinoma and malignant melanoma are reported [2].

Approximately 2.3% of the burn scars undergo malignant transformation to SCC[16,20]. In our study, all of our cases had a malignant transformation to SCC.

Although the precise pathogenesis of burn scar carcinoma is not known yet, various factors that induce malignant transformation on burn scar have been identified. It is mostly believed that malignant degeneration is caused by repeated ulcers and healings [16,20].

SCC arising on burn scars is frequently observed in men. In most studies, men are more frequently affected than women[17,24,25]. Lefebvre et al[25] reported 71.4% of all cases were men, and 28.6% of them were women. Our results are also convenient with these findings; 48% of our cases were women, while 52% of them were men.

Ulker Gul, MD, and Arzu Kılıc ,MD[30] study shows that 74 of 510 SCCs did not have a family history of burn or cancer. in our study 44 of 50 SCCs (88%) did not have a family history of cancer and (12%) had a family history of cancer, (83%) of them were first degree relative and (17%) of them were second degree relative.

Burn injuries are also common and affect a certain area of the skin and the larger the area, the greater is the probability for a skin cancer, arising at a normal rate, to appear in that area by chance. However, it is well-known that SCC is a complication of chronic venous leg ulcers, although the absolute risk is very small [10].

In our study, 22 of 50 SCCs had large size of burns (44%) and (44%) had average size of burns followed by (12%) had small size of burns which is the least frequency

SCC is frequently seen at the head/neck localization, whereas SCC arising on burn scars is mostly localized on lower extremities, where the blood flow is low and the trauma risk is high [25]. In our study, 24 of 50 SCCs developing on burn scars were localized on lower limbs (48%), with the upper limbs occurring less frequently (28%) and trunk (14%) and head/neck (10%) the least frequent.

Anatomic localization seems to have a role in the metastatic potential of tumor. The lesions of lower extremities carry a higher risk for metastasizing than other localizations [27,28]. Carcinomas on lower extremities were more likely to metastasize [29].

The prognosis of SCC arising on burn scar is related to the carcinoma’s stage. According to the studies of Spring et al[17] and Phillips et al[20], it was shown that in the acute latent period, the localization of carcinoma on head/neck and upper extremities is the criterion for good prognosis, while chronic latent period and localization on trunk and lower extremities is for poor prognosis [17,20,21].

Complete excision of cancer with precise safety margin control followed by skin coverage with a flap or graft is the treatment of choice for burn scar carcinoma[20]. Wide excision with a surgical margin at least 2 cm is suggested[26]. It has been recommended that regional lymph node dissection be performed only in the presence of clinical-histologic positive nodes and not as a prophylactic measure, while some believe that prophylactic lymph node dissection is necessary in all patients[26,27,]. Lymph node metastases were cured by lymph node dissection and/or radiotherapy.

The indications for limb amputation include joint space involvement, bone involvement, and extensive local tissue invasion [20,26].
In cases of recurrences, the patients were included in an aggressive treatment modality such as amputation, disarticulation, lymph node dissection, chemotherapy, and/or radiotherapy [22,23] (Supplementary Figures).
7. Conclusion

In conclusion, it should be kept in mind that burn scars have a tendency for a malignant transformation, so these cases should be followed up periodically. In cases of a suspicion of a malignant condition, multiple biopsies (especially incisional and excisional biopsy with orientation of the specimen) should be performed. To prevent burn scar carcinoma, we have to be careful in local wound care of the burn scar, we have to protect burn scars from trauma, to provide epithelization and early skin grafting of the burned area; and in cases of notifying changes like malignant transformation, radical excision with safety margin should be performed. After the excision, the patient should also be closely followed up for early detection of recurrence and distal metastasis.
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